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Vince Lombardi, who was the legendary coach of the Green Bay Packers, once said, “Show me a 
good loser and I’ll show you a loser.”  Lombardi was famous for these motivational speeches that 
would get his players all worked up.   He’d say things like, “Winning isn’t everything; it’s the only 
thing.”  And the players would get so charged they would go out on the field and play like their 
lives depended on it. 

In our Gospel reading this morning, Jesus talks about winning and losing; but his perspective is a 
bit different than Lombardi’s.  Here’s what Jesus says: “Those who want to save their life will lose 
it, and those who lose their life for my sake and for the sake of the gospel will save it.”  I don’t 
think Jesus would win too many football games with that kind of speech.  No Lombardi trophy for 
him.   

Losing is not an option, Jesus seems to be saying.  But by that he doesn’t mean, “Losing is not an 
option because you have to win”; he means “Losing is not an option because you will, in fact, 
lose.” 

There is truth to that.  Loss is something that happens to everyone.  I can already see it in my own 
life: I’m losing my hair; I’m losing my memory.  The only thing I seem not to be losing is the spare 
tire around my waist.  Those are, I know, trivial and vain examples.  The kinds of loss all of us face 
are much more profound and painful.  The fact is, eventually, we will lose our lives and everything 
in them, whether we like it or not.  Losing is not an option.  So it’s not whether we lose, but how 
we lose that really matters. 

One of the most profound stories of loss comes to us from a movie that was set right here in 
Philadelphia: Rocky.  If you’ve ever driven by the statue of Rocky in front of the Art Museum, you 
know that statue probably comes right after the Liberty Bell as the most visited monument in the 
city of Philadelphia.  And how many people have you seen running up the stairs in front of the Art 
Museum and going like this when they get to the top?   People from all over the world know and 
love Rocky even forty-five years after that movie was made. 

But you know what’s ironic?  Rocky was a loser.  He was a third-rate boxer who made his living 
collecting loans for the mob.  His girlfriend, Adrian, was a loser.  And Rocky didn’t win the fight 
against Apollo Creed.  He lost!  So why do people keep running up the art museum steps like 
Rocky Balboa? 

Sylvester Stallone said it best when he was in town for the dedication of the Rocky statue.  He said 
Rocky is not about fighting, or muscle-power, winning; it’s about love…and love transforms loss 
into life.  In the movie, you can see how Rocky and Adrienne’s love for each other transforms 
them from awkward, broken characters into these passionate human beings that have become 
icons for people all over the world.   
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Love transforms loss into life.  We see this happen all the time, but we don’t always think about it 
that way.  A couple decides to have a child.  Nobody thinks about this as loss, but it is: the parents 
will lose much of their freedom to do as they please; they’ll lose sleep; they might lose financial 
security; they might lose job opportunities.  Raising a child is fraught with loss, but no one thinks 
of it that way because it’s fraught with love too, and out of love parents would gladly give up all 
kinds of things in order to bring a child into the world.  Losing is not an option, but love can help 
us to see wonderful opportunities for new life in the midst of loss. 

In spite of all of this, most of us resist thinking about loss.  When Jesus talks about losing his life, 
Peter scolds him.  Peter sounds like Vince Lombardi, coaching Jesus to stay positive.  Don’t even 
think about losing!  Peter says.  But Jesus understands the truth about loss and life, and he warns 
the disciples that if they want to save their life they will have to take up their cross and follow him 
on the way to death.   

It’s important to understand what Jesus means by “taking up your cross.”  Taking up one’s cross 
has come to mean passively accepting one’s lot in life.  If you’re married to an alcoholic spouse, 
people say “That’s your cross to bear.”  If you are afflicted with disease, that’s your cross to bear.  
But passive acceptance is not at all what Jesus is talking about.  The cross was how the Roman 
Empire kept slaves from rebelling.  They would line the highways with crosses bearing slaves who 
had attempted to run away or who had stood up against the abuses of their masters.  By doing this, 
the Romans kept their slaves paralyzed with fear.  Seeing what a cruel and painful death laid before 
them, the slaves learned to acquiesce.   

Jesus understood that his message of liberation for the poor and the oppressed was a threat to the 
powers that be.  He understood that a cross awaited him in Jerusalem.  But he also understood that 
by taking up the cross willingly, he was depriving the Romans of their power to instill fear.  When 
Jesus took up his cross, the Romans lost their ability to keep slaves in their place. 

The Romans are gone, but we people are still very much in bondage: some of us are in bondage to 
oppressive political systems… some are in bondage to addiction… some are in bondage to debt.  
But behind all these forms of bondage, there is the ultimate fear that keeps all of humanity in 
chains: the fear of death.  The fear of death prevents us from living our lives freely and abundantly.   

To take up our cross is to continue to love even in the face of death because love gives us the 
power to approach our future in a way that transforms death into life.  That is exactly what Jesus 
did.  Out of love for humanity, Jesus marched toward the cross and carried it willingly.  In doing 
so, he deprived the cross of its power to oppress and transformed it into a symbol of freedom and 
life. 

Because of what Jesus accomplished on the cross, we are free to love in the face of loss.  We’re free 
to love not only the people who help us to succeed, but also our enemies.  We are free to stand up 
against the systems and the powers that destroy life.   

This is the victory that we have in Jesus Christ, the victory that enables us to love in the face of 
loss.  Jesus’ love for you transforms your loss into the ultimate victory: eternal life with God. 


